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Abstract 

 
Basic features of the contemporary business systems are mas-
sive subsystems and elements, complex relationships, dynamic 
changes and spatial dislocation of individual parts. To man-
age such systems, it is necessary to construct adequate infor-
mation backup. The existence and success of the business sys-
tem depends upon this backup; hence the emerging need for 
protection of the information system functionality, as well as 
for protection of the content upon which the success of the 
business system depends. The protection can be constructed 
in several different ways. The paper presents the results of re-
searches of the approaches to the construction of information 
system security. It also provides the model for construction of 
the security system that enables management of the security 
system efficiency. It is based upon the security standard ISO 
176799:2000. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Functionality of the business systems is increasingly more 
leaning upon the information backup. Many organizational 
forms of business systems cannot exist in their present 
form without information system backup. For this paper, 
the features of the business systems can be reduced to: 

 Massiveness of the organizational units of the busi-
ness systems 

 Complexity of relationships between parts of the 
system 

 Dynamical changes within individual parts of the 
system, as well as within the system as a whole 

 High spatial dislocation of individual parts of the 
system. 

 
The functionality of a business system with the features of 
the individual parts listed above can be ensured only by 
applying information technology. This means monitoring 
and evidencing state of individual parts of the system, 
monitoring movements of business and technological 
processes, grouping of the information needed for every 
level of business decision making, helping in making the 
right business decision, communicating with the market, 
monitoring development etc. All these actions are based 

upon the data stored in the data bases, algorithms of basic 
content transformation and network communication, i.e. 
submitting the desired content to the target group of the 
users. Such dependence of the business system upon data, 
information and communication requires adequate level of 
security for the basic premises of the organizational func-
tioning of the system. There lies the basic reason for the 
need to construct security system of the information sys-
tem. Its functionality depends upon the integrity of the in-
formation content, upon its precision, upon the constancy 
of the written content, and upon constant availability. 
These demands are in contradiction. From the one side, 
there is the demand for the availability of the content, 
which is often realized through the use of public communi-
cation services; from the other side, there is demand for 
protection of the integrity and protection from non-
authorized use or change of the same content. 
 
Therefore, a security system should be constructed which 
will fulfill all these demands, and which, at the same time, 
will not present an obstacle for the application in these 
conditions. 
 
 

2. Information system security 
 
To be able to approach the construction of the security sys-
tem, we must define the notion information security. In-
formation should be treated as an asset, which like all other 
business assets has certain value for a business system, and 
therefore requires adequate protection and security. Infor-
mation security protects the data and information from 
wide range of threats, as to ensure the continuity of the 
business, to reduce the business damage to the lowest pos-
sible level, and to increase the level of return of the in-
vestment – business profitability. 
 
Information exists in many forms. It could be written or 
printed on the paper, and in this case it would be written on 
the analogue material media (paper), but it also could be 
written in the digital form – electronically stored. It could 
be submitted by the classic mailing system or by e-mail, it 
could be showed in the films or told in conversation. 
Whichever form it has, whichever media is used to com-
municate it or to store it, it should be properly protected. 



To be able to manage individual and common interest of 
greater number of various business subjects, one should 
construct the information system according to some com-
mon criteria. The common principles and methodological 
approach should also be used in construction of the secu-
rity system. The common and unified approach to the secu-
rity of an information system can be achieved by applica-
tion of a common norm which unifies the procedures of 
security system introduction and ensures equal criteria for 
choice of the risk reduction measures. There are many na-

tional norms that have such characteristics, like BSI, DIN, 
AFNOR and others. Also, there are very rigorous norm of 
the institutions such as NASA, DoD etc. 
 
Within the frame of Joint Technical Committee with IEC 
JTC 1, ISO organization has the subcommittee 27, dedi-
cated to the designing of the information system security 
norms. Until now, 33 such norms have been designed. The 
following  table gives a review of 4 randomly selected 
norms. 

 
              Table 1: Review of some ISO norms from the field of information system security 

No. Norm Field of application 

1. ISO/IEC 9796-3:2000 Information technology – Security techniques – Digital signature schemes 
giving message recovery – Part 3: Discrete logarithm based mechanisms 

2. ISO/IEC 9798-2:1999 Information technology – Security techniques – Entity authentication – Part 
2: Mechanisms using symmetric encipherment algorithms 

3. ISO/IEC TR 13335-2:1997 Information technology – Guidelines for the management of IT Security – 
Part 2: Managing and planning IT Security 

4. ISO/IEC 17799:2000 Information technology – Code of practice for information security man-
agement 

             Source: (Krakar, Hutinski, Rotim.Tomić) 
 
Besides these 33 norms which are mostly used in European 
business areas, a variety of norms also exists designed for 
application in other geographical locations and areas. 
Simple Internet search with the use of key words 
“Information security” yields a review of 78 such norms in 
the field of information system security.  
 
Besides so-called technical norms, intended for the 
information system security, there also exist a visible 
tendency toward establishing integral systems of 
information security management. In 1995 British 
Standard Institute has published two such norms, whose 
goal was to establish integral systems of information 
security management. These norms were: 

 BS 7799-1:1995 Information security management – 
Part 1. Code of practice for information security ma-
nagement systems and 

 BS 7799-2:1995 Information security management – 
Part 2. Specification for information security mana-
gement systems. 

 
It is interesting to note that, within the frame of the men-
tioned ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 27 IT Security techniques, the 
development of the norms for information system security 
was organized in such way that 3 work groups were 
formed: WG 1 Requirements, security services and guide-
lines (conducted by English BSI), WG 2 Security tech-
niques and mechanisms (conducted by Belgian IBN) i WG 
2 Security evaluation criteria (conducted by Swedish SIS). 
 
As a result of these efforts, especially work of the WG 1, 
in 1999 new versions of these norms were created. First of 
these norms (BS 7799-1:1999) was accepted by ISO and 
IEC as the norm ISO/IEC 17799:2000; also, the second 
norm will be published soon. 
 
The norm ISO/IEC 17799:2000 has the following 10 chap-
ters (without introduction) 

 Security policy 
 Organizational security 
 Classification and control of the assets 

 Personnel security 
 Physical and environmental security 
 Communication and operative management 
 Surveillance of the approach 
 Development and maintenance of the system 
 Business activity continuity management 
 Complaints 

 
By application of the norms, notably the norm ISO 
17799:2000, all preconditions are fulfilled for our practice 
to approach the designing and implementation of the inte-
gral systems for security management in the information 
systems. 
 
 

2. Steps in the establishing of the security system 
 
The steps for realization of the security system can be cited 
in detail, or more globally. In the basic level of application, 
the following steps should be noted: 

1. Definition and application of the security policy 
2. Security risk assessment 

a. Assessment of the importance of the data content 
b. Information assets inventory 

i. Factors outside of the business system (Legal 
acts and norms, bills, traditional law) 

ii. Factors within the business system (Statute 
and regulations of individual business systems 
and 

c. management assessment of the importance of a 
separate content for functionality of the business  

d. system) 
e. Identification of threats to the separate content 

3. Choice of measures for risk reduction 
4. Monitoring the efficiency of the system 

 
2.1. Defining and introduction of the security policy 
 
The highest management level of the business system 
should clearly express the policy and the goals of the busi-
ness system, as well as the support for and dedication to 



the information security, by introducing and applying the 
information security policy in the whole organization. The 
security policy document should be approved by the man-
agement, and it should be introduced to all employees. The 
orientation of the management should be clearly expressed; 
also, the organizational approach to the information secu-
rity management should be defined (ISO 17799:2000). 
 
It is necessary to define security demands within the busi-
ness system. There are three main sources of such de-
mands. First source is the assessment of the risks which 
the organization faces. The risk assessment is used for 
identification of threats to the assets, identification of vul-
nerability to these threats, and the probability for their ap-
pearance; also, it is used for assessment of potential conse-
quences.  
 
Second source are legal, statutory and contract obligations 
which should be fulfilled by the organization, its partners, 
subcontractors and service providers. Third source is the 
group of principles, goals and requirements for data proc-
essing, developed by the organization as the support for its 
activities. 
 
2.2. Security risk assessment 
 
Security requirements are identified through methodical 
security risk assessment. The amount of resources intended 
for the control mechanisms should be balanced with the 
predicted business damage which results from the security 
failures. Risk assessment techniques could be applied to 
the whole organization, to certain parts of the organization, 
and also to individual information systems, individual sys-
tem components or services, and the solution should be 
practical, realistic and useful. 
 
To make a valid risk assessment, the following should be 
done: 

1. Assessment of the importance of the data content, 
which consists of: 
a. Making inventory of the information assets  
b. Determining the factors outside of the business 

system (Legal acts and norms, bills, traditional 
law) 

c. Determining the factors within the business sys-
tem (Statute and regulations of individual business 
systems and management assessment of the im-
portance of a separate content for functionality of 
the business system) 

2. Identification of threats to the separate content 
 
After making of these two documents, the risk assessment 
can be approached through the choice of the adequate 
methodological actions. The methods that are most often 
used are quantitative and qualitative; the choice of the 
method depends upon the maturity of the information sys-
tem, i.e. knowledge of the forms and frequency of the 
threats, as well as the amount of damage they have done. 
 
The risk assessment is a systematic consideration of the 
business damage as well as the realistic probability for se-
curity disturbances. Business damage may be the result of 
the security disturbances, related to the potential conse-

quences of the loss of confidentiality, integrity or accessi-
bility of the information or the asset. The probability for 
such disturbances are considered in the context of domi-
nant threats and vulnerability, as well as presently imple-
mented control mechanisms. 
 
The results of such assessment will provide help in deter-
mining and implementing the adequate management ac-
tions and priorities for managing the information security, 
and also in implementing the chosen control mechanisms 
for protection from the security risks. The process of risk 
assessment and the choice of control mechanisms may be 
conducted several times, because various parts of the or-
ganization or information systems need to be covered. 
 
The assessments of the security risks should be conducted 
at different levels, depending upon the results of previous 
assessment and the change in the levels of risk which the 
management is prepared to take. The risk assessment is of-
ten made at the highest levels, to determine priority for in-
dividual resources in the areas of high risk; after that, it is 
focused to the more detailed levels, to make insight in the 
specific risks. 
 
2.3. The choice of risk reduction measures 
 
Once the security requirements are identified, the control 
mechanisms should be chosen and implemented, so the 
risks can be reduced to the acceptable level. The control 
mechanisms can be chosen from the norm ISO 
17799:2000, or from any other source of the control 
mechanisms; also, new mechanisms can be constructed 
with the purpose of satisfying the specific needs. 
  
There are many different ways for risk management; we 
will show here the examples of more general approaches. 
However, it should be noted that some control mechanisms 
are not applicable in all information systems and environ-
ments, and may not be practical for every organization. 
The basic interest of security measures are data. Data are 
an abstract category, so we must materialize them on some 
of the material media (analogue, digital or both) 
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Figure 1. Measures of protection of the information system 



When computers are used, then the following program pro-
tection measures can be applied: 

 Measures of protection at the level of operational sys-
tem 

 Measures of protection at the level users’ program 
backup 

 Measures of protection at the level of data base man-
agement system 

 Measures of protection in the network transmission 
(cryptosystems) 

 Safety content duplication (backup) 
 Measures of protection against viruses 

 
Measures of protection which will be used in a specific 
situation depend upon the choice and upon their combina-
tion with the goal to achieve certain level of security in re-
lation to the amount of resources which will be invested. 
 
2.4. Implementation and monitoring the efficiency of the 
implemented security system 
 
The experience has shown that, for successful implementa-
tion of the information security within the organization, 
following factors are often pivotal: 

 Security policy, goals and activities that reflect busi-
ness goals 

 An approach to the information security implementa-
tion that is consistent with the culture of the organiza-
tion. 

 Visible support and dedication of the management 
 Good understanding of security requirements, risk as-

sessment and risk management 
 Acceptance of the guidelines of the security system 

from all levels of management and employees 
 Distribution of the instructions about information se-

curity policy to all employees and contract partners 
 Provision of adequate education and training 
 Comprehensive and balanced system of measures for 

evaluation of the effects in management of the infor-
mation security, and also system of measures for 
gathering feedback with the goal of improvement 

 
The question of the security system is extremely important 
for systems of state administrations, because of protection 
of the privacy of data which they have and use every day. 
Therefore, in the process of designing information system 
for this project documentation, all mentioned factors of se-
curity system should be considered. 
 
Monitoring and evidencing the security accidents, regard-
less of the way in which they have manifested, is the foun-
dation for identification of weak measures within the pro-
tection system. Based upon evidence of accidents in the in-
formation system, an assessment of security failures can be 
made; in this way, the system can be upgraded, so the se-
curity practice is matched with the required level of secu-
rity, defined by the protection policy. 
 
 
 

3. Management of information system security 
 
To manage the information system security means, like the 
other forms of management, to constantly guide the system 
toward the goal function. If, during the construction of the 
security system, we have defined goal function, i.e. path of 
development and level of security of an information sys-
tem, the other actions should be focused upon prescription 
of the measures through which the desired security level 
can be realized. 
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Figure 2. Bringing the security toward the goal function based 

upon the assessment of outside and inside evaluators 
 
If we want to reach a satisfactory security level, we should 
know in any given moment how the system will act in rela-
tion to implemented  measures. This knowledge can be 
based upon our own assessment of the security level. Such 
assessment is always subjective, and presupposes the secu-
rity measures which were not described here. The change 
of work places of the employees decreases the system of 
security measures because of lack of organizational in-
structions which could be understood and applied in the 
unified manner. The second level of knowledge about the 
functionality of the measures may come from a neutral 
consulting firm which can simulate situation of accident 
and assess the efficiency of the measures. The most unde-
sirable form of knowledge about the efficiency of the 
measures is the real accident. If this happens, the cause of 
accident should be found, and the measures should be 
modified as to decrease the level of threats – this is secu-
rity system management. 
 
There are several techniques of information system secu-
rity management through accident management. One of 
those is Tripod – Delta. It was developed at the University 
of Leiden and Manchester for the needs of Shell. It can be 
applied if three basic preconditions are fulfilled: 
1. Coherent security policy which sets realistic security 

goals. 
2. Developed security culture, so the measures can be 

realized. 
3. Developed measures for assessment of the efficiency 

of the security measures (General Failure Types GFT) 
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Figure 3. Structure of  Tripod – Delta method of assessment of 
the impact of threats to the information system (Reason, 133.) 

 
The frequency of threats to the information system was 
measured by application of the described method. The re-
search was conducted by applying 20 instruments per 
threat. When irrelevant threats are removed, the results are 
the following frequencies of different groups of threats, as 
shown on the figure 4: 
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Figure 4. Frequency of threats by form of threat 

 

This research should be conducted for every separate set-
ting, so the frequency of various forms of threats to the in-
formation systems can be found. Every setting has differ-
ent evaluation of the data content value, different threats to 
this content, and different measures for decreasing the 
level of threats. Such survey of threats and their frequency 
is base for risk assessment, and for the changes in meas-
ures of protection that influence the security system. 

4. Conclusion 
 
Business systems are dependent on information, so they 
require certain level of information security. Since it is 
necessary to exchange the contents with large number of 
business subjects, the systems of content protection of 
other business systems should also be taken into considera-
tion. To achieve unified and balanced approach in the im-
plementation of the security measures, unified methodo-
logical preconditions for construction of security systems 
should be used. These measures are defined through the 
norm ISO 17799:2000, which prescribes methodological 
approach and areas in which protection measures need to 
be applied. The application of the norm in the construction 
of the system ascertains the unification of the approaches 
and the similarity of security levels for separate group of 
content. 
 
Once implemented, the security measures cannot provide 
the same level of protection during the longer period of 
time. The importance of the protected content changes, 
therefore the level of risk also changes. The change of the 
level of risk results in the change of measures implemented 
to achieve the desired level of security. To monitor the 
changes in the business system and to respond by making 
changes in security measures means to manage the security 
system. The knowledge about the need for change of the 
measures can be gained through systematic risk assess-
ment, or through evidence of the situations of accident 
which point to the security failures. For such approach to 
the changes, every accident needs to be evidenced and 
studied; if necessary, intervention should be made in the 
system of security measures.    
 
In Croatia, there is not yet enough consciousness about the 
need for systematic construction of protection of the in-
formation systems. Different settings react differently to 
the need for implementation of the security measures. In 
many settings, partial measures are being used, but they are 
rarely described and documented, so it is hard to talk about 
security system management in such conditions. The re-
search has been made on business systems in various sec-
tors of activity. The results are shown on the Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. The degree in which six business systems in Croatia are matched with the norm ISO 17799:2000 



It is obvious from this figure that the banks and the com-
puter centers also have relatively low accordance with the 
norm. Partial measures are present, but they are not de-
scribed and documented in adequate manner, so the direc-
tion of security system functionality cannot be followed. 
Therefore, there is no possibility for system management, 
and also no possibility to upgrade the system to the satisfy-
ing level of risk. In such conditions, there is also no possi-
bility for certification of the security system, and the 
measures cannot be compared and accepted at the interna-
tional level. 
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